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If there’s one part that’s ever going to break on
a Glock it’s the trigger spring. I’ve actually been
watching two people at the instant this happened,
and it was most impressive; the gun’s trigger just
suddenly began failing to reset. Thus it occurred to
me it wouldn’t be the worst thing in the world if I
could carry a spare trigger spring with me as part
of the gun.

This led me to consider my Pearce grip frame
plug. A hollow plastic
cup, this part fits inside
the open area behind the
Glock’s mag well, clos-
ing it off and snapping
into the pistol’s lanyard
ring. Did I mention “hol-
low?” It occurred to me I
could tape an extra
spring inside the frame
plug. This I did, carefully
situating the spring along
the front wall of the plug
before pinning it down
with masking tape. Just
to be absolutely certain
the spring wouldn’t
come out of the plug
inside the gun, I also put
a couple of pieces of
tape over the top of the
plug, sealing the spring
inside. With the tape
building up the plug’s
dimensions, it was a
nice friction fit in its
niche in the frame.

In IDPA the frame plug is legal; in USPSA (the
active body of IPSC in the United States) it’s not.
So, at those matches I remove the plug. At the next
match I went into the safety area, pushed on the
plug’s disassembly button through the hole in the
frame, pulled out the plug…and found the spring
was gone. Not only the spring but the tape, as
well. I looked down inside the hole in the frame.
Nothing. And that’s a blind hole, even if somehow
the spring and the tape had somehow come loose,
they should have been there inside the gun. Nada.

So I shot the match, came back home, pulled
out another trigger spring and taped it in place.
This time not only did I tape the spring inside the
frame plug, and cover over the plug itself, I
wrapped tape around the tape where it went over
the sides of the plug, too.

Next match, pulled out the plug. No spring, no
tape. Looked inside the frame. Nothing. This was
with my Glock 34, a gun that, aside from laying
on a nightstand when I sleep, was rarely if ever off
my body or outside arms reach. There was no way

anyone could have messed with this gun even if
they’d wanted to. It was simply never out of my
control or possession.

With a regular replacement schedule of a new
trigger spring every 5,000 rounds, I put over
30,000 rounds through my Glock 34 and never
had a broken spring. I tried pushing it past that
and had my first experience of a broken spring
around the 8,000 round mark. Bear in mind those
8,000 rounds also encompassed God knows how

many hundreds of thou-
sands of dry fires and
you can’t really fault the
spring too much. I then
went the New York Trig-
ger route which replaced
the trigger spring and
was pretty much break-
age-proof but made the
trigger too heavy for my
liking so it was back to
the trigger spring. 

Then I switched to a
Glock 17 for match/
carry use. I was still
doing my every 5,000
rounds replacement
schedule, which was
still working fine, but
again I thought a spare
trigger spring carried as
a part of the gun would
not be the worst thing in
the world. Besides, by
this time it had been
long enough that the
sheer weirdness of the

previous experiences had had time to fade.
Whipped out a third trigger spring and masking
tape and wrapped that sucker into the grip frame
plug like I was readying it for the sarcophagus.
Came the next USPSA match, pulled the plug
out…you guessed it. No spring. No tape. It’s all
evaporated into thin air. Again.

The only time this gun was ever off my body
and out of my sight was when I was by myself and
behind locked doors in my apartment. There’s sim-
ply no way any human agency could have taken
that spring (and let’s not forget the tape!), even
assuming they somehow knew it was there and
wanted it. But it disappeared, anyway.

This is the sort of thing that can drive you nuts
if you try to figure it out, because there’s no logical
explanation for what’s happened here. At this
point, all I can do is shrug, say to myself, “Grem-
lins are stealing my trigger springs,” and get on
with my life. Or maybe start carrying a 1911
again. The gremlins haven’t figured out how to
steal springs out of that one yet.
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“it wouldn’t be the worst thing
in the world if I could carry 
a spare trigger spring with 

me as part of the gun”
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